As a professional China crop shear manufacturer and equipped with a famous factory and plant, as well as providing with crop shear for sale, welcome to check the process and layout with Hani New Energy and Technology. 

Crank shear / Crank start-stop type flying shear

Technical details Description:

Function: Cutting head and cutting tail, accident broken etc.

Model: Starting-stop flying shears

Shearing mode: crank type

Rolling speed: ≤2.1m/s

Rolling area: ≤6400 mm²

Rolling material: Common steel
Rolling temperature: ≥800°C

DC Motor: ZFQZ-355-42, DC 360KW, DC 440V

Controlling equipment:

DC speed regulator SIEMENS 6RA70 Restructuring

PLC is SIEMENS S7-300 serials

Product show:

What we can provide:

- Completely rolling mill solutions including rolling passes design, production line setup, and workshop layout according to customer's requirements.
- Experienced skills of rolling mill and auxiliary equipment/spare parts used in the rolling mill production line. (Such as roller box, gearbox reduction, coil laying head, vertical and side loops, flying shears, pinch roll machine, cooling bed, TMT systems etc.)
- Technical services and post-sale technical supports. Also can adjust the production line or develop and improve the capacity in the future.
- Professional engineers available for overseas installation and maintenance.
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